MILNE HALL BILL PASSES LEGISLATURE; SMITH SIGNS

$850,000 GRANTED FOR NEW BUILDING

College Will Double in Size in New Group of Structures

SEE LARGE ENROLLMENT

The William J. Milne Science Hall will give the College $850,000 in three new buildings, which was introduced into the legislature by State Senator William T. Byrne of Albany, has been passed and signed by Governor Alfred E. Smith.

It is expected that this addition, with a floor space as large as the present college all together, will double the capacity of the College.

The new buildings will provide a larger and better building with a new laboratories and greater facilities.

The new gymnasium will be the largest in Albany with a full size basketball court and full gymnasium and athletic equipment. Gymnasium classes for the girls will be conducted here.

It will be much larger than the present gym and will accommodate at least 600 spectators. There will be a gallery and also space for bleachers along the sides. Here the intercollegiate games will be played. Above the gymnasium will be the new auditorium with a seating capacity of about 1,800. The present gym will be used for men’s formal gymnasium and a new auditorium for a library.

NAME CLASS, COLLEGE OFFICERS IN ASSEMBLY

Student association nominations will be made today in joint assembly, at 10:35, in the assembly, the association, which has already been signed for books will receive precedence.

The Book of Verse will be published on May 3.

The Book of Student Verse will be placed on sale Monday, May 3, when this volume will be strictly cash, and students who have already signed for books will receive precedence.

The Book of Verse committee is at present considering a subscription campaign among alumni, beginning with the class of 1909. Two thousand letters will have been sent out by Monday, April 26.
Alumni Program Includes Meeting of Half Century Club; Classes Plan Entertainments, Seeking To Win Trophies

(Continued from Page One)

The alumni day program has been completed. Registration will be from 9 to 2 o'clock. At 10 o'clock, class meetings will be conducted. Particular emphasis will be laid upon the reminiscences of the first, third, fifth and decennial class. The grand alumni council conference will be at 10:30 o'clock. The Half Century Club, comprised of graduates who completed their diploma fifty or more years ago, will also meet at this time. The business meeting of the general association will be at 11:30 o'clock. At 1 o'clock there will be a luncheon in the gymnasium. Pizza spots will take place at 2:40 o'clock. At 4 o'clock, President Brubacher and Mrs. Brubacher will give their annual reception in the main hall. The grand alumni council dinner will be at 5:30 o'clock. The campus sing will be at 7 o'clock.

TUT COFFIN GREAT ART WORK—PIAINER

Irreverence Desecrates Tombs Of Ancient Rulers, He Says

By Dr. Gerald E. B. Baker

The tombs of the Egyptians were preferably located in the west, where the sun sets, and the tomb was considered a sort of entrance into the world of shades. They were placed against a deep pit to the sepulchral chamber, with various shrines and chambers for deities, or even for the dead royalty itself, but not of the family. The tombs of the kings were luxuriously furnished with furniture, foods, and other survival articles, as well as on the journey from which no traveler returns. Every precaution was taken to the materials must rest where they will not be disturbed, as the pyramids particularly exemplify. The body was embalmed, treated with natron, and as a result of this, the body maintained in an undisturbed condition, even in the modern hands, however, allowed not one to rest in peace. The gods of the Egyptians believed in the resurrection of the body, in the form of a sculptured golden image, with the head and hands of solid gold and upon the carnal remains, or on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remains, on the remain
MISS PERINE GUIDES NEW YORK ART TRIP

Seventeen art students spent the first weekend after winter vacation on a tour conducted in New York City by Miss Familie Perine, art instructor. The purpose of the expedition was to give the students an opportunity to see original masterpieces of art.

Saturday’s program included morning and early afternoon at the Metropolitan Museum with an instructor, an evening at Green Village at “The Pepper Pot” and evening at “Cyrano de Bergerac.”

On Sunday, the girls met for services at the Central Church of Saint John the Divine, and later they visited the many chapels in a pilgrimage. In the afternoon, they attended the lecture on Art by Miss Edith Aldrich, art lecturer in the Metropolitan Museum, and in the evening a special musical service at the Cathedral.

Monday morning, the party had an exceptional visit to see the opera at “Cyrano de Bergerac” played by Wilterd Hamsden at the Hammerden Theatre.

“WHY I LIKE MATH” EXPLAINED BY DEAN

“Mathematics will please our eyes with their abstractions,” was the announcement made by the department minutes when the Mathematics Club met in the auditorium on Friday afternoon. The students were divided into three sections, mathematics, mathematics, and mathematics. The members of each section were to be divided into groups of three.

MISS GRAVES ATTENDS OMICRON NU CONCLAVE

Miss Mildred Graves, 27, has just returned from Manhattan, Kansas, where she was an official delegate of Beta Chapter to the 65th biennial convention of Omicron Nu. The convention was attended by delegates from twenty-two active chapters and three alumni chapters representing colleges in the states of Vermont, New York, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Wisconsin, and Oklahoma.

CO-OP DEVELOPMENT IS EVER CONTINUING

Grows From Bookshelf to True Service Bureau For State Students

Through organization as a living principle, has developed the College stock book, known as the “Co-op,” from the beginning of an idea in 1920 in the minds of those who thought some means of providing a source of supplies to the students for their personal needs, money exchanges, and thus, and at the expense of the students. Miss Helen T. Gay, a graduate of the College and then a faculty member, made the idea a reality. The Co-op came in 1920 when she started it with money from the enthusiasm of the faculty and support of the faculty. It has grown slowly, but steadily until the present time, it carries supplies of all kinds.

The book shop came first and then the second hand department. Now the Co-op has a book section in the library with all the books and periodicals for which a student may have a use.

The Co-op has a stock of dried fruits, and a stock of ready-made shirts, with which students may purchase at any time.
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HAIGHT HAS NAME PART OF "MR. PIM" IN MAY PLAY OF DRAMA CLASS

The cast for the presentation May 21 and 22 by the advanced dramatics class of the three-act comedy by A. A. Milne, "Mr. Pim Passes By," has been announced by Miss Agnes Futterer, director of dramatics, as follows:

Mr. Pim............. S. Niles Haight
Olive Marden........... Isabelle Plude
George Marden........... DeWitt C. Zeh
Dinah.................. Marion O'Connor
Brian............ Edwin Van Kleeck
Lady Marden............ Ethel Bilsland
Anne.................... Mary Nolan
Committees follow: stage set, A. D. Cooper, chairman; Lucille Barber, Edwin Van Kleeck; props, Georga DeMoecker, chairman; O. Rena Relyca, DeWitt C. Zeh, Marion Blunden; costumes and makeup, Helen Quackenbush; music, Mary Rhein; advertising, Anne Koffc, Cooper, chairman; Lucille Barber, Edwin Van Kleeck; costumes and makeup, Helen Quackenbush; music, Mary Rhein; advertising, Anne Koffc, chairman; Isabelle Phule, chairman; Marion O'Connor, Mary Nolan, Mary Rhein; Edwin Fitzpatrick, chairman; Olla Goegey, chairman; Isabelle Plude, Ethel Bilsland.

ORGAN PRESENTED BY MISS AGNES FUTTERER

An organ, which eventually will be placed in the alumni residence hall, has been presented by the alumni association of Miss Agnes Futterer, an alumna and director of dramatics. The organ was presented to her father, at one time music director in the Albany public school, by Fritz Emmett, the Irish singer.

Compliments of
College Candy Shop
PRINTERS TO COLLEGES
The Brandon Printing Company
Makers of
"The Ped"-"The Book of Verse"

State College Cafeteria
Luncheon or dinner 1:15—1:30
J. W. WEYRICH BARBER
299 ONTARIO STREET
Special attention to college students

"Ideal Service"

IDEAL RESTAURANT
George F. Hamp, Prop.
208 WASHINGTON AVENUE

Regular Dinner 40c
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SUNDAYS 40c
Luncheon or dinner 1:15—1:30
Regular Dinner 40c
Supper 40c
3 p.m. to 8 p.m.

"Ideal Food"
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"I'm Well (Hungry); Meals are Good (Rotten)", Can Write Students With Co-op's Newest "Time-Saver"

"Dear cousin, (sweetie), (sister), (friend), (family), I need money (loving), (peach), (clothes)."

So run the chances on the "time saver for busy college students," evolved by the Co-op so that undergraduates can send home a full description of their activities, classes, meals, etc., etc., without the trouble of writing a letter.

A stamped postal card with the list of choices on the back is furnished by the Co-op at a nominal rate. With only the trouble of checking the appropriate sentiment, signing the card and addressing it, students, burdened, according to the faculty by too much dancing and too many movies, can let the "folks" know everything essential.

On the market only a short time, the cards have already enjoyed a flare of popularity that bids fair to continue. The method of their use is simple. After the beginning "I spend my spare time," he may check any of these occupations he chooses: "at church, in bed, at picture shows, studying, thinking of you, shooting craps." "I am well, hungry, broke, homesick." The classes may be described in one word, as "enjoyable, rotten, tiresome, long." The meals are designated, according to taste, as "fierce, irregular, nourishing, expensive, poor."

Thanks for the clothes (money), (letter), (food). I am very sorry (glad) I am here, (you are not here) (I'm not with you)."

And varying degrees of sentiment may be attached to the "complimentary close" which offers "yours with love, always, cordially, and yours only, respectfully."